The time to collaborate is now
We need diverse players from
all sectors working together to find
solutions!

Since 1980, Ashoka has built the
world’s largest network of social
entrepreneurs, pioneering system
changing social innovation across
the globe.

Our fellowship includes:
- Nobel Laureates
- Presidential Medal of Freedom Awardees
- Pulitzer Prize winners
- Goldman Environmental Prize Winners
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Ashoka supports an "Everyone a
Changemaker" world through its programs
in more than 90 countries, building and
amplifying this global movement in three
stages…

Identify and support the
world’s leading social
entrepreneurs
• We find and cultivate social entrepreneurs in every corner of the
world, whose system-changing innovations solve deep-rooted social
problems.
• After a rigorous application process, we invite them into the Ashoka
Fellowship - providing early stage financial support and a lifetime
membership into an expansive network of peers and partners enabling them to achieve their vision and have even greater impact.
• We then draw on the insights and patterns of these 3,800+ Ashoka
Fellows to understand what the future needs and how to create new
solutions for building a better world.

We accelerate the “Everyone
a Changemaker” world
We mobilize a network of organizations to join us in
shifting mindsets and reshaping how we learn, work, and
live together to catalyze changemaking for the good of
society. We partner with schools, universities,
corporations, citizen sector organizations, media, and
other influencers to co-lead this movement with us.

Equip everyone to be
a changemaker
We inspire and enable changemaking in the public-at-large,
and work to give all citizens the confidence and tools to
solve problems for the good of all. Specifically, we focus on
preparing the next generation to navigate this rapidlychanging world by ensuring all young people have the
critical skills they need.

Framework Change
Systems Change
Scaled Direct Service
Direct Service

Changing systems is
powerful; changing minds
is transformative.Changing systems

is powerful;
changing minds is
transformative

Large-scale change
necessitates large-scale
collaboration.

Objective: to build a world in which there is greater health access for people, animals and their
communities by fostering and supporting an ecosystem of social entrepreneurial solutions for complex
health challenges.

Making More Health has built a
community of 87 Fellows innovating in
health. They are active in 37 countries
and reaching more than 9 million
direct beneficiaries.
MMH has directly invested €8.55
million in finding and funding these
social entrepreneurs’ incredible health
innovations.

Since 2011, more than 5000 Boehringer
Ingelheim employees have used their
intrapreneurial skills to bring the social and
business sectors together in “win-win”
opportunities. Our Changemaker Talent
programs: Insights India, Executive in
Residence, Youth Venture and Social
Intrapreneurship for Innovations in Health
have spotlighted the business case for
partnering with social entrepreneurs and as
a result, are helping Boehringer Ingelheim
stay ahead of the curve in health
innovation.

The partnership launched 3 global online
challenges to source ideas for social health
innovation and as a result, uncovered more
than 800 new ideas in healthcare. Our most
recent challenge yielded 7 Co-Creation
models for projects in Kenya, India,
Indonesia and the United States. Further
exploration and growth led to the launch of
an Accelerator program to supports
collaborations between the social and
business sectors.

Aleta Margolis, Founder, Inspired Teaching
Ashoka Fellow, 2001

In the United States, Ashoka Fellow
Aleta Margolis is teaming with the
American Federation of Teachers to
mainstream practices pioneered in her
demonstration school. Together, they
seek to nurture changemaking skills in
children across the country.

Hilmi Quraishi, Founder ZMQ
Ashoka Fellow, 2008

Place
Holder

In India, Hilmi has teamed with Philips
and Save the Children on a
mobile storytelling campaign as the
backbone of "last-mile” childhood
pneumonia prevention and testing. This
is one piece of an Ashoka-Philips effort
to better align social impact and business
strategy.

Jérémy Lachal, Founder Bibliothèques Sans Frontières
Ashoka Fellow, 2015

Since 2007, Bibliothèques Sans Frontières
has worked to bring knowledge and
information to those who are most in need.
Libraries are simultaneously excellent places
for personal growth and collective
development. Because lack of access to
information is an important driver of
inequality in today’s world, we work in 23
languages, in 50 countries across the globe,
and have curated more than 28,000 sources
of knowledge and information.

My plea to the world is this - please, everyone,
give yourself permission to be a changemaker.
This is the new game. It needs you. This is the
most important thing at both the personal and
organizational level. So please, give yourself
permission. Be a changemaker.

Bill Drayton
Ashoka CEO and Founder

